Bass Care Instructions
Allegro (A) (SB) ~ Mini Allegro ~~ ST ~ T ~ Flip Series basses
Piezo Bridge:
Multi transducer Bridge w/3 band EQ
Bullet pickup w/3 band EQ
Upgrade-Multi Trans. Bridge
(NEVER REDRESS TOP OF BRIDGE)
Trim Pots:
One turn Trim Pots
Each string can be individually balanced
Clockwise increases volume (STOP 1:00)
Counter clockwise decreases volume (STOP 4:00)
(DO NOT FORCE beyond these points, this will
DAMAGE Trim Pots.
(Use small screwdriver)
Buffer Settings
With the Bass laying on it's side... neck on left end pin on right... back facing you,
Look very close at the Trim Pots the center has a small arrow head.
(( Individual Trim pot arrow should be set no higher than 9:00 ))
(( Master vol. should be set no higher than 6:00 ))
If set at full range ---- bass will distort. The higher the settings the chance is greater to
distort.
Pre Amp is very powerful and will over drive the system.
(This should be done only to balance the string volume not to increase overall Volume of
instrument ---- that should be done at the Amp.)
If one string is louder than the others you can set it lower ----- or bring the others higher
to balance.
Note: When Battery is low this also will cause distortion.
Detachable Neck:
(For long distance travel)
To Remove Neck:
1. Lay bass on its side
2. Wrap strings right below nut with Velcro
3. Loosen Strings
4. Insert Alan wrench & turn counter clockwise
5. Unhook strings from tailpiece, loop & Velcro
To Reassemble, Reverse Procedure

Action Adjustment:
(To change Action of Strings)
Should be NO separation between
heel of neck & body slot
Insert Alan Wrench
1. For LOW action:
Loosen TOP screw 1/4 turn
turn bottom screw clockwise
for desired action
2. For HIGH action:
Turn BOTTOM screw counter clockwise
3. SNUG TOP screw

Tummy Rest:
Turn RIGHT to TIGHTEN
Turn LEFT to LOOSEN
End pin:
Adjustable up to 24”
Longer on Mini Allegro
Battery:
(Battery should last up to 600 hrs.)
1. To save battery disengage jack when not in use
2. If bass begins to distort, replace battery

Controls:
Master Volume
Treble - cut and boost
Mid Range - cut and boost
Bass - cut and boost
Gig Bag:
(To avoid DAMAGE, please observe
how the bass is packed in bag)
1. Lay the body in Gig Bag with bridge
facing zipper part of bag.
2. Fingerboard should face body
with padded separator in between
(T Basses only)

